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Operators Guide To Buying A New Unit
Introduction:

When buying a new unit you should follow these simple guidelines to avoid possible pitfalls.

a) always ensure that when purchasing you have a full addtress of the manufacturer/seller. Nowadays there
are many suppliers of inflatable play equipment that sell via the Internet. Many are purely a telephone
number or email and have no UK address. Most of the problems that we have been notified of in the past
two years involved Internet based companies

b) ensure you check the terms of any guarantee. Most UK manufacturers offer a 12 month guarantee
although somewill offer more. In most cases should you need to get the unit back to the manufacturer this
will be at your cost. Whatever guarantee is offered it does not affect your statutory rights.

c) if you are ordering without seeing the unit prior to purchase ensure you know exactly what you are
getting. Some units are advertised at extremely competitive prices and in the small print you may find it
excludes VAT, delivery, blower or even stakes. When ordering ensure you get a written confirmation of
exactly what it is you are getting including colour and size.

d) ensure you understand what the size of the unit is. Units are normal measured when inflated and will
include the full width, length including step but excluding blow tube. Also ask for the size of the playing
area and the wall height from the bouncing surface. This will determine the height and number of users that
can use the unit.

e) ensure that the manufacturer supplies you with all the documentation as explained in Information Sheet
22. You will need to supply this information when it comes to your annual test or when you sell the unit.

f) ensure that the manufacturer supplies you with full operating instructions, number of participants and
maximum user height. The height and relevant numbers should be visible on the front of the unit.

g) when ordering most manufacturers will require a deposit. When paying a deposit ensure you obtain a
specific delivery date and pay using a credit card when possible. This will help if you are unfortunate
enough to encounter a problem. Ensure everything is confirmed in writing.

h)  when buying as a business you do not have the same protection under Consumer Law as a private buyer
would. Make sure you understand your stutory rights ( see Information Sheet 25)
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Disclaimer:
This document is for general guidance and research purposes only, and does not purport to give professional or
legal advice.
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